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Date 20/04/20
LI: To revise place value

Success criteria: 

• To compare and order numbers

• To round to the nearest 10, 100 and 1000

• To identify common multiples and factors



Order Numbers up to 10 000 000 and Determine 
the Value of Each Digit

8 987 390
9 543 067

1. Which of the numbers has a 6 in the tens 
column?

2. Which of the numbers has a 7 in the ten 
thousands column?

3. What would be 10 less than the number that 
has a 4 in the millions column?

Look at these numbers.
Write them in order from smallest to greatest.

9 543 045 8 975 434
9 678 543 4 987 390



Compare Numbers up to 10 000 000 and Determine 
the Value of Each Digit

Look at these numbers.
Identify whether a < or > sign needs to go in each box.

4 567 432

7 567 309

9 506 705

3 400 101

1 090 030    

4 576 432

7 567 329

9 500 705

3 401 001

1 090 103



Round Any Whole Number to a Required 
Degree of Accuracy

2876 + 1325

a. Rounding to the nearest 1000

b. Rounding to the nearest 100

c. Rounding to the nearest 10

Estimate the answer to this question by:



a. Which object is the deepest?  How do you know?

b. Which is higher, the other diver or the barracuda?  How do 
you know?

c. A man is standing on the top deck of a boat that is on the 
water. The man is 2 metres above the surface of the sea. 
How far apart is he from the stingray?

Use Negative Numbers and 
Calculate Intervals across Zero

A diver records some of 
his finds in this table:

Object Depth

Shipwreck -13m

Stingray -5m

Another Diver 2m above the shipwreck

Barracuda 2m lower than the stingray

Find out the following:



Solve Problems Involving Addition, Subtraction, 
Multiplication and Division

Target Number: 1823
Can you make the number above using any of the following?  
Each number may only be used once. 

Try different ways of doing this until you are as 
close to the number as you can be.

100 4 5 7 32 10 25 30



Identify Common Factors

6

9

12

15

18

30

Find all the factors of these numbers:

Fun fact: A factor is a number that divides into 
the digit with no remainder.  



Identify Common Multiples

3

4

6

7

9

Find the first 10 multiples of these numbers:
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Date 21/04/20
LI: To recognize different type of numbers and solve 
multistep problems  

Success criteria: 

• To work through power point, taking on tips, hints and answering 
questions.

• To recognize prime numbers

• To solve multistep questions

• To solve algebraic questions



Look at the 100 square and 
write down the prime
numbers that you see on it:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40

41 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50

51 52 53 54 55 56 57 58 59 60

61 62 63 64 65 66 67 68 69 70

71 72 73 74 75 76 77 78 79 80

81 872 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90

91 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 100

Fun fact:A prime number is 
a number divides by 1 and 
itself only

Can you find all of the square
numbers on the grid?

Can you identify the cube
numbers on the grid?

Identify Prime Numbers

prime square cube



Solve Addition and Subtraction 
Multi-Step Problems in Context

A toyshop sells different sizes of cuddly 
toys – small, medium and large.
Freya buys a medium and a large cuddly toy 
and spends £9.25.
Oscar buys a small and a large cuddly toy 
and spends £8.74.
Asher buys 2 medium cuddly toys and 
spends £7.00.

How much does:

a. A small cuddly 
toy cost?

b. A medium cuddly 
toy cost?

c. A large cuddly 
toy cost?

Read the question carefully and break down the 
sum. Look at the ammounts spent and figure 
out what you need to divide or subtract by.



Carry out Calculations Involving the Four Operations

A sweetshop sells the following items:
Boxes of chocolates: £3.49
Bags of 100g sweets: £1.10
Lollipops: 25p each

Amir wants to buy 3 boxes of 
chocolates, 3 bags of 100g sweets 
and 7 lollipops.
She has £16 in cash.  
How much change will she 
receive?

She decides to give ¾ of her change to 
the charity box – how much change 
does she give to charity?

Fun fact: When 
finding a quarter, 
divide  by 4, if you 
want 2 quarters, 

divide by 4 then times 
by 2



3456 +             = 7654

1308 +             = 5406

2598 – 1409 =      

8549 – = 3096

+ 6421 = 7104

8543 – = 1407

Solve Problems Involving Addition and Subtraction

Write out and fill in the blanks to complete these number 
sentences:



45 × = 405

380 × = 1520

355 × = 1775

900 ÷ 3 =

1500 ÷ = 250

960 ÷ = 120

Solve Problems Involving Multiplication and Division

Fill in the blanks to complete these number sentences:

For the multiplication questions, you may need to use a trail and error method



2 6 10 14 18

2 9 23 30 37

82 77 67 62 57

5 20 35 80 95

Describe Linear Number Sequences
Work out how the numbers are increasing or decreasing then fill in the 
gaps.



a. A number added to 15 equals 75.

b. 65 less than a number is 14.

c. 38 less than a number is 54.

Express Missing Number Problems Algebraically

Work out ‘n’ in each of these algebraic 
expressions:

n
n + 15 = 41

43 – n = 11

n + 32 = 66

98 – n = 43

406 – n = 118

n + 15 = 75   n = 

n - 65 = 14  n = 

n - 38 = 54  n = 

Complete the algebraic expressions bellow



Find Pairs of Numbers That Satisfy an 
Equation with Two Unknowns

Find five possible pairs of numbers that make these 
calculations correct:

a + b = 18

cd = 36

l - m = 4



Multiply and Divide Numbers by 10, 100 and 1000 Giving 
Answers to 3 Decimal Places

Draw out and complete the table bellow

÷ 1000 ÷ 100 ÷ 10 × 10 × 100 × 1000

34

506

7049

12 305



Kidbrooke Park Primary School – Home Learning

22/04/20
LI:   To use rounding in real life situations

Success criteria:

•I can use rounding skills to help answer questions

• I can take my time and read the word problems carefully

•I can answer in full sentences
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Kidbrooke Park Primary School – Home Learning

Date 23/04/20
LI:To complete place value booklet

Complete the Booklet.

You will need to write out the answers in your math books.



Revise

Order and Compare Numbers
When ordering a set of num bers, we compare the place value of the digits in each number,
starting with the digits in the largest place value position.

If numbers have the same dig it in a place value posit ion, we look at the digits in the place value
position to the r ight until we find a difference. It is sometimes useful to line the numbers up
vertically and align the place value columns.

Round Whole Numbers
Rounding can make it easier to talk about,
understand and work with numbers.

We can round num bers to estimate answers
or to explain how near a num ber is to another
number. We round whole num bers to different
powers of ten.

Remember to look at the digit immediately to
the right of the place value position you are
rounding to.

Ten  
Millions  

10,000,000

Millions
Hundred  

Thousands  
100,000

Ten  
Thousands  

10,000

Thousands Hundreds Tens Ones

1,000,000 1,000 100 10 1

When comparing 
numbers, we can  

use symbols
< (less than) and >  

(greater than) to show  
which is the smaller or  

the greater number.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

If the dig it immediately to the r ight of the
place value position you are rounding to is
0, 1, 2, 3 or 4, we round the number down.

If the dig it immediately to the r ight of the
place value position you are rounding to is
5, 6, 7, 8 or 9, we round the number up.

Read and Write Numbers
All numbers are made up of digits. To be able to read and write a large number, we need to  
know the place value of each digit.

A digit becomes ten times greater as the place value position moves to the left.

Remember that commas or spaces are used in larger numbers to make them easier to read or  
write, and zeroes are used as place value holders.
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When solving a problem that involves crossing zero, it can be useful to draw a

Use Negative Numbers
Negative numbers are numbers below zero.

They are expressed with a negative sign before the number.  

The greater the negative number, the further below zero it is.

Read Roman Numerals
Roman num erals orig inated in ancient Rome. Today, we see Roman num erals in many ways.
They can be used to identify kings and queens, on the credits of television programmes or on
analogue clocks.

Roman numerals are based on seven different sym bols that are combined to represent different
values.

30°C

25°C

20°C

15°C

10°C

5°C

0°C

-5°C

-10°C

-15°C

number line. + 12

-12 + 15 =

-12 0

+ 3

3

When a smaller symbol is  
after a greater symbol, we  

use addition:

V I = 6 because we read the  
symbols as 5 + 1.

When a smaller symbol is  
before a greater symbol, we  

use subtraction:

IX = 9 because we read the  
symbols as 10 - 1.

Symbol I V X L C D M

Value 1 5 10 50 100 500 1,000

Revise
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Practise

1. Write the number 654,082 in words.

2. Look at this number.

35,094,206

Write the digit that is in the ten thousands place.

Write the digit that is in the millions place.

4. Write the number that is two hundred less than three million.

5. Write the number that is forty thousand less than three million.

3. The numbers in the sequence decrease by the same amount each time.

1,327,845 1,317,845 1,307,845 1,297,845

What number would come next in the sequence?

Supercharge your num ber
and place value powers by
answering these questions.

total for  
this page

2 marks

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark
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6. Round 1,307,845

to the nearest 100 .................................................................

to the nearest 1,000 ............................................................

to the nearest 10,000 .........................................................

7. Complete the table and show the numbers rounded to the nearest thousand.

rounded to the nearest thousand

1,297

12,978

129,784

1,297,845

8.

Order these prices starting with the lowest price.

£217,086

A B

D

C

E

£210,786

£207,860

£217,806

£217,860

Practise

total for  
this page

2 marks

1 mark

2 marks
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9. Use the signs to make these correct.

129,784 129,704

45,329 46,329

3,407,056 3,400,956

10. Here are the temperatures of the superhero hideouts at 10 a.m. and 10 p.m.

Superhero Hideout
Temperature

10 a.m. 10 p.m.

Ice Caves -8°C -21°C

Fire Cavern 32°C 23°C

Plasma Palace -3°C 2°C

Hero Hideaway -15°C -9°C

At 10 p.m., how many degrees colder were the Ice Caves than Plasma Palace?

Which hideout was 9 degrees warmer at 10 a.m. than 10 p.m.?

< >

- 8

11. Here is part of a number line.

Write the missing numbers in the boxes.
+ 10

+ 5

Practise

total for  
this page

1 mark

2 marks

1 mark
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Practise
12. The cover of this book has Roman numerals written on it.

Write MCMLXX in figures.

13. Look at these numbers written as Roman numerals.

Circle the smallest number.

MDCLI MCMIV MMCCC

What is the value of the greatest number?

14. Look at these Roman numerals.
CCCLXXXII

Write the number in figures.

MMCCL

total for  
this page

1 mark

1 mark

1 mark
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Colour in the superhero strength-o-meter to show how you feel about each of these
statements:

Self-Assessment

Comments

I  can read, write, order and compare numbers upto  

10,000,000 and determine the value of each digit.

I  can round any whole number to a required

degree of accuracy.

I  can use negative numbers in context andcalculate

intervals across zero.

I  can count forwards or backwards in steps ofpowers

of 10 for any given number up to 1,000,000.

I  can read Roman numerals to 1,000 (M) andrecognise  

years written in Roman numerals.
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Kidbrooke Park Primary School – Home Learning

Date 24/04/20
LI: To complete maths assessment on Place Number 
and Value

1.Read, write, order and compare numbers up to 10 000 000 and determine the value of 
each digit.

2.Round any whole number to a required degree of accuracy.

3.Use negative numbers in context, and calculate intervals across zero.

4.Solve number and practicalproblems.



2. Round any number to a required degree of accuracy.

a) Round these numbers to the nearestten:

Number Rounded to the nearest ten

8 235 678

5 166 312

Number Rounded to the nearest hundred

3 547 850

6 987 022

Number Rounded to the nearest thousand

2 370 100

5 867 499

Number Rounded to the nearest ten thousand

8 464 122

9 804 671

Number Rounded to the nearest hundred thousand

1 443 522

7 804 671

b) Round these numbers to the nearest hundred:

c) Round these numbers to the nearestthousand:

d) Round these numbers to the nearest ten thousand:

e) Round these numbers to the nearest hundredthousand:

2 marks

2 marks

2 marks

2 marks

2 marks

Total for   
this page

34 ©twinkl.co.uk. You 
may photocopy this 
page.



8 marks

c) This map shows the temperature of different places inEurope:

3. Use negative numbers in context, and calculate intervals acrosszero.

a) Continue this number sequence:

7 5 3 1

b) Continue this number sequence:

12 8 4 0

Which place has the coldest temperature?

Which place has the warmest temperature?

What is the difference in the temperatures in Stockholm and Rome? °c

What is the difference in the temperatures in 
Dublin and  Copenhagen? °c

The temperature in Paris decreases by 5°C. What is the 
new  temperature? °c

The temperature in London increases by 6°C. What is the 
new  temperature? °c

The temperature in Oslo increases by 4°C. What is the 
new  temperature? °c

The temperature in Berlin decreases by 3°C. What is the 
new  temperature? °c

1 mark

1 mark

Total for   
this page

35 ©twinkl.co.uk. You 
may photocopy this 
page.



6 marks

3 marks

City Population Rounded to the nearest ten thousand

Birmingham 1 092 330

London 8 615 246

Manchester 502 900

Cardiff 346 100

Glasgow 596 550

Edinburgh 487 501

Smallest

Largest

4. Solve number and practical problems.

This chart shows the population of different cities in the UK.

a) Round each number to the nearest ten thousand.

b) Write the cities in order based on their population, from smallest tolargest:

c) Use the symbols < , > or = to compare the size of these cities’ populations:

< > or =

Birmingham London

Glasgow Edinburgh

Manchester Cardiff

1 mark

Total for   
this page

36 ©twinkl.co.uk. You 
may photocopy this 
page.



Answer Sheet: Maths Assessment Year 6: Number and Place Value

a

number indigits number inwords

1 633 450 One million, six hundred and thirty-
three  thousand, four hundred and
f i f t y

3 905 231 Three million, nine-hundred and five thousand,  
t wo hundred and thirty-one

5 194 802 Five million, one hundred and ninety-
four  thousand, eight hundred and
t wo

2 730 867 Two million, seven-hundred and t h i r t y   
thousand, eight hundred and sixty-
seven

4

question answer marks notes

1. Read, write, order and compare numbers up to 10 000 000 and determine the value of each digit.

One mark for each  
box correctly filled in.

When writing  
numbers in words,  
accept incorrect  
spellings as long as  
the intention is clear,  
however don’t accept  
the digits written just  
as words, eg one six  
three three four five  
zero.

b 37 916 91 459 192 508 534 176 1 912 678 2 317 302 1

One mark awarded  
for all numbers  
correctly put into  
order.

c

<  >  or =
6 678 543 < 6 786 534
5 454 163 > 4 451 463
2 342 781 = 2 342 781

1
1 mark for all three  
symbols correctly  
used.

d

2 347 302 Three hundred

8 983 582 Eighty

124 463 Four thousand

5 759 474 Seven hundred thousand

4
One mark for each  
digit correctly  
circled.

2. Round any number to a required degree of accuracy.

a
Number Rounded to the nearest ten
8 235 678 8 235 680
5 166 312 5 166 310

2

One mark for each  
number correctly  
written.

b
Number Rounded to the nearest hundred
3 547 850 3 547 900
6 987 022 6 987 000

2

c

Number Rounded to the nearest thousand

2 370 100 2 370 000
5 867 499 5 867 000

2

37 ©twinkl.co.uk. You 
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question answer marks notes

d

Number Rounded to the ten thousand

8 464 122 8 460 000
9 804 671 9 800 000

2

One mark for each  
number correctly  
written.

e

Number Rounded to the hundred thousand

1 443 522 1 400 000
7 804 671 7 800 000

2

3. Use negative numbers in context, and calculate intervals across zero.

a 7 5 3 1 -1 -3 -5 -7 1

1 mark for all  
numbers in the  
sequence correctly  
identified.
Do not accept  
negative numbers  
without the correct  
symbol.

b 12 8 4 0 - 4 -8 -12 -16 1

c

Which place has the coldest temperature? Oslo
Which place has the war m es t temperature? Madrid
What is the difference in the temperatures 
in  Stockholm and Rome? 19°c

What is the difference in the temperatures 
in  Dublin and Copenhagen? 3°c

The temperature in Paris decreases by 5°c. What  
is the new temperature? -3°c

The temperature in London increases by 
6°c.  What is the new temperature? 5°c

The temperature in Oslo increases by 4°c. What  
is the new temperature? -8°c

The temperature in Berlin decreases by 3°c. What  
is the new temperature? -6°c

8

One mark for each  
correct answer.
Ensure negativ e/  
positive numbers  
do/ do not have the  
correct symbol as  
appropriate.

4. Solve number and practical problems.

a

City Population Rounded to the nearest ten  
thousand

Birmingham 1 092 330 1 090 000
London 8 615 246 8 620 000
Manchester 502 900 500 000
Cardiff 346 100 350 000
Glasgow 596 550 600 000
Edinburgh 487 501 490 000

38 ©twinkl.co.uk. You 
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6 One mark for each  
correct answer.



smallest Cardiff
Edinburgh
Manchester
Glasgow
Birmingham

largest London

39 ©twinkl.co.uk. You 
may photocopy this 
page.

<  >  or =
Birmingham < London
Glasgow > Edinburgh
Manchester > Cardiff

questio
n

answer marks notes

b 1
One mark f or  all  
cities correctly
put  into order.

c 3
One mark f or
each  correct
symbol.

Tot
a
l  
4
0


